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1. Why BattleRoyale?
There are a lot of last-man-standing shooters coming out lately and the popularity of this gaming
style is ever-rising.
But until today, there is no blockchain-powered game where you can blow away the face of your
opponents to prove yourself as the one and only BattleMaster and earn crypto while doing that.
Well, until today.
This will change with our BattleRoyale crypto shooter!
You do not need any special equipment to join this amazing battle. A mediocre-performance
computer will be enough to participate.
Just connect your WEB3 wallet with our website and let the opponents eat your bullets!
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2. What is BattleRoyale?
BattleRoyale will be the first last-man-standing shooter powered by the revolutionary Blockchain
technology.
Fight against other people just for fun (FREE2PLAY) or bet on yourself (PLAY2EARN) and earn BATTLE
tokens for succeeding in a match of 30 people and being the BattleMaster!
Equip your character and weapons with awesome-looking skins to make your win look even more
fancy. Skins will be available as unique NFTs, which can not only be used to impress other players,
but can also be traded on NFT marketplaces.

2.1 Process of the game
As the name suggests, BattleRoyale is a blockchain-based game in the very popular style of a lastman-standing shooter.
Before starting a game, you choose a character from our character selection. The choice of the
character has no influence on the gameplay, it is only a visual distinction.
At the start of the game you fly over the game map and choose a landing point. After landing, you
have the task of finding weapons as quickly as possible and filling up your loot with them.
All weapons can be found in different strengths, and there will also be other surprises that you can
pick up.Once your loot is well filled, it's time to go hunting for enemies.
Unlike already established last-man-standing shooter games, our game only allows 30 players per
round. This increases the chance for even below-average players to get one of the top places.
A round goes until only one player is left standing, the map gets smaller during the game.

2.2 FREE2PLAY-mode
In FREE2PLAY mode you don't have to bet any BATTLE tokens. However, you will not receive BATTLE
tokens as winnings, but BATTLE vouchers. However, these BATTLE tokens can be converted into
BATTLE tokens if they accumulate sufficiently. The conversion rate fluctuates permanently,
depending on the income from the operator fee.

2.3 PLAY2EARN-mode
In PLAY2EARN mode, you must wager your BATTLE tokens as a stake. Each of the 30 players places
the same bet. In this mode, the BATTLE Tokens are thrown into a pot, our operator fee is deducted,
and the rest is distributed among the players in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.
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The distribution of prize money in PLAY2EARN MODE is:
1st 50%
2nd 30%
3rd 20%

2.4 Operator fee
The operator fee is 5% and will be charged only in PLAY2EARN MODE. This fee in turn is used for the
following purposes:

-Return to BattleRoyale LTD for development and promotion of the project (75%).
-Funding of the FREE2PLAY mode (25%)

2.5 Browser wallet support
Our goal with BattleRoyale is to provide a fun, entertaining, exciting but also accessible platform for
everyone.
Playing BattleRoyale will not necessarily require a downloadable desktop app. While we will offer this
feature as well, it will still be possible to play easily via our browser version. Just log in with
MetaMask, TrustWallet or any other browser wallet and start playing!
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2.6 Minimum computer requirements
As mentioned earlier, we want to make BattleRoyale available not only to wealthy people with
expensive equipment, but to virtually everyone.
Therefore, despite extensive graphics, we have made it a priority that the minimum requirements to
play our game are not too high.

To play BattleRoyale, only the following minimum computer requirements are necessary:
Browser with web3 support (e.g. Metamask Extension)
Memory: RAM 4GB+
CPU with 2 CPU cores
Stable internet connection
For a proper gaming experience, we currently recommend the following minimum requirements:
Video Card: GTX960 G1 (4GB version)* / RX 580 4GB
CPU: Intel i5 series or AMD Ryzen 3 series
Memory: 4GB or higher
HDD: 5GB free Diskspace
* DirectX 11+ supported
Specifications are still subject to change

2.7 Cost-effective gameplay through Binance Smart Chain
By implementing our BATTLE token on the Binance Smart Chain, we avoid the high fees of the
Ethereum blockchain and therefore do not need Layer 2 solutions like Polygon/Matic.
Participation in a PLAY2EARN mode is thus in the cents range, while the FREE2PLAY mode is free to
play and only when exchanging BATTLE vouchers into BATTLE token gas fees apply.

Also our NFTs will be available on the Binance Smart Chain, so even when sending and trading
BattleRoyale NFTs the gas fees will be very low.

2.8 NFTs
One of the most important building blocks of our BattleRoyale shooter is our NFTs. To visually
upgrade your characters, you have the option to go beyond the standard look by purchasing NFTs
and equipping your character with them. These NFT-based skins do not improve your character, it is
just a visual upgrade.

However, these NFTs are not only useful to stand out from your fellow players.
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All NFTs will be available in different degrees of rarity and will be tradable. It is expected that as
BattleRoyale becomes more widespread and accepted, NFTs will also increase in value.

Buying BattleRoyale-NFTs is therefore not only useful to show off in-game, but can also give you a
real profit in real life.
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2.9 BATTLE Token
The heart of our project. BATTLE is a BEP-20 token and is mainly used as a game stake to play the
PLAY2EARN mode.
However, it can also be obtained as a profit in FREE2PLAY mode.

But of course it is also interesting for non-gamers. Just like all other cryptocurrencies, our BATTLE
token will be listed and tradable on exchanges. This will open up the possibility for traders to tap into
ROIs from existing P2E successes with the help of our BATTLE token.

Last but not least, BATTLE is of course also the vehicle to finance the FREE2PLAY mode as well as
expansions and renewals in our company via the operator fee and to guarantee a steady growth of
BattleRoyale in the sense of all participants.
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3. Information around the BATTLE Token

The issued tokens will be distributed as follows:
10%

Private Sale

25%

Public Sale

05%

Company

10%

Marketing

10%

Partnerships

20%

Developement / Ecosystem

20%

Staking

TOTAL TOKENS :

1.000.000.000 BATTLE

Blockchain:
Available for Private Sale:
Available for Public Sale:
End of Public Sale:

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
100.000.000 BATTLE
250.000.000 BATTLE
30th of June 2022

Listing of BATTLE:

1st of July 2022

Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0x6df2e09ceef62c7e8b6276210b58b0421d609f95
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4. Roadmap of BattleRoyale
1Q 2021

Idea + Market Research

2Q 2021

Start of Development

3Q 2021

Formation of Battle Royale Ltd. Company

4Q 2021

PrivateSale

1Q 2022

Start of Public Sale

2Q 2022

Marketing Campaigns and Partnerships

3Q 2022

Exchange Listings + Availability of Skins as NFTs + Game Launch

4Q 2022

Extend Marketing Campaigns and Partnerships

1Q 2023

Continious Development of the game

2Q 2023

Continious Developement of new NFTs

5. Referral System
Do you want to earn money with our project without investing by yourself?
Do you have friends who might be interested in our ICO?
Or do you just want to explore further profit opportunities in addition to your investment in our
coin?
Use our referral system to inspire family, friends and acquaintances for BattleRoyale and our
BATTLE token to receive a 5% share of the investment of your referrals within 24 hours, directly
into your wallet!
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6. Company certificate
BattleRoyale LTD is a registered company. You can see the proof on the following certificate:
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7. Contact
WWW:

https://battleroyale.game

E-Mail:

info@battleroyale.game

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/BattleRoyaleLtd

Telegram:

https://t.me/BattleRoyaleGroup
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